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Abstract 
Management and Member Surveys are currently underway analyzing the credit union 
movement in the Philippines. This interim report reviews the financial performance of two 
credit unions belonging to the Philippine Federation of Credit Cooperatives Inc. (PFCCI) 
and eight rural credit unions not attached to any regional or national federation. In addition 
the socio-economic status and borrowing and savings behavior of a randomly selected set 
of members in the latter group is presented for discussion. Implications for proper credit 
union management are drawn out for discussion. 
I. Introduction 
ANALYSIS OF PFCCI AND NON-PFCCI 
CREDIT COOPERATIVES IN THE PHILIPPINES: 
AN INTERIM REPORT 
by 
Douglas H. Graham 
This report first presents financial ratio analysis for two credit cooperatives in the 
Philippine Federation of Credit Cooperatives Inc. (PFCCI) family of credit cooperative 
unions (hereafter referred to as CCUs). The results of this analysis illustrate the nature of 
interpretive research that can be carried out with the balance sheets and income statements 
of the remaining CCUs in the PFCCI network. The next section briefly reviews the· status 
of the CCU manager survey and the CCU member survey that the PFCCI is carrying out 
in collaboration with the Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS) and The Ohio 
State University (OSU). The final section presents a succinct summary of a 200 member 
random sample survey of CCU members from eight non-PFCCI credit cooperatives from 
selected regions in the Philippines. This latter effort was recently completed by PIDS as 
part of a PIDS-OSU project investigating the socio-economic status of CCU members and 
their participation in formal and informal financial markets as well as their activity in their 
respective CCUs. The research design behind this non-PFCCI survey forms the basis for 
the manager and non-manager surveys currently being carried out in the PFCCI-PIDS-OSU 
project. Therefore the findings should prove helpful as a comparative benchmark for the 
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results that will emerge from the PFCCI·PIDS·OSU field survey. A concluding section 
draws out the implications of these two studies for our understanding of the role and 
performance of credit unions in low·income countries. 
II. Financial Ratio Analysis: A Case Study Of Two PFCCI Credit Cooperatives 
Financial ratios offer useful insights into the performance of CCU activity, Two case 
studies are presented here to illustrate the type of analysis that could be carried out for all 
PFCCI CCUs once systematic balance sheets and income statements are documented for 
all credit cooperatives in the PFCCI network. The two CCUs under review here are Tabuk 
in Northern Luzon and Paco in the Metro Manila area. Both are open community based 
credit cooperatives. 
A TABUK 
The sixth page of the tables on the Tabuk CCU present asset concentration and 
deposit share ratios, loans to savings deposit ratios and profitability (or net income) ratios. 
Net income to share capital rose from 10 percent in 1984 to between 18 and 23 percent in 
the ensuing four years. This is a very respectable rate of return for the CCU to build upon 
to expand benefits for its members in the future. As expected, loans form the preponderant 
share of assets and savings deposits remained small compared to fixed deposits (i.e., share 
capital), averaging around 13 percent over the five year period (1984·88). The loans to 
savings deposit ratio was correspondingly quite high, with loans fluctuating between 8 and 
13 times savings deposits. Clearly fixed deposits form the base for the expansion of loan 
activity rather than savings deposits. Tabuk has focused on expanding its membership base 
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thereby increasing its fixed deposit base substantially over this period. On page 2 of the 
statistical tables for Tabuk it can be seen that share capital increased from 1.8 million pesos 
in 1984 to 22 million pesos in 1988. Page one also highlights the rapid increase in interest 
paid on share capital and the rewards to borrowers through the patronage refund, both of 
which increased rapidly over this period (the zeros in the balance sheet and income 
statements indicates that there were no data entries recorded by the CCUs for these items). 
These indicators underline the built-in incentives for attracting more members and 
increasing the share contributions of existing members to secure greater amounts for future 
loans. Consequently we see a substantial increase in loans receivable on page one, rising 
from 1.8 million pesos in 1984 to 25.8 million pesos in 1988. There was a corresponding 
increase in interest earned on loans (page 4) rising from 197 thousand pesos in 1984 to 3.8 
million pesos in 1988. Gross income increased 16 fold over these years while gross expenses 
increased only 8 fold. As a result net savings or net income (before statutory provisions) 
increased 20 fold from 1984 to 1988 thereby creating the impressive net returns on capital 
set forth earlier. 
Tabuk is growing rapidly and securing its future with excellent net returns on either 
equity (share capital) or assets, the two conventional measures of performance for a 
financial institution. Nevertheless several questions arise out of this performance that merit 
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comment. First, it is clear that membership expansion (i.e., share capital) lay behind the 
rapid increase in assets (i.e., loans) during this period. The question here is the degree to 
which Tabuk can continue to rely on this source of expansion for comparable rates of 
expansion in the future. The greater the rate of membership expansion, the greater the 
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likelihood that the membership base will move beyond the relevant peer group bond which 
the CCU feels comfortable in managing. Furthermore, it becomes necessary to incorporate 
more savings deposits to secure the additional resources required to service the loan 
multiple leverage for loans. There comes a point where this becomes difficult through share 
capital alone. Furthermore the greater the relative potential role of savings deposits in the 
future, the greater will be the need to introduce more sophisticated liability management 
practices compared to those associated with share capital funding. This suggests that the 
WOCCU /PFCCI technical assistance component will necessarily have to play a more 
important role in Tabuk's future expansion possibilities. 
Second, the rapid growth in net savings (see the income statement graph following 
the tables), implies a rapid growth in surplus funds in Tabuk. The very first line in the first 
table denoting the asset composition of Tabuk indicates that "cash on hand and in banks" 
has grown 18 fold over these four years. In short, deposits in banks and voluntary reserves 
have grown sufficiently that one can imagine this surplus now reaching a size to service the 
growth of the Central Liquidity Fund (CLF) currently expanding in the PFCCI network with 
WOCCU support. The issue here is to begin to transfer some of these surplus funds from 
the banking system into the network's Central Liquidity Fund to better serve the expansion 
of the PFCCI system. This highlights the growing net surplus base within the PFCCI 
network and the existence of a promising base for the growth of the system's CLF. 
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B. PACO 
The financial ratio analysis for the Paco CCU in the Metro Manila area presents a 
sharp contrast to that of Tabuk. The overall level of net income on share capital (page 6 
of the tables on Paco) has fluctuated between 7 and 10 percent for the first four years of 
this period (1984-7). Moreover, in 1988 this net return fell to 2 percent, an uncomfortably 
low level and a marked contrast to the 18 percent return registered for Tabuk for 1988. 
Clearly something was happening in the Paco CCU to drive down the trend in net income 
or savmgs. 
Net income (or savings, the terms are used interchangeably) to gross income declined 
from 61 percent to 6 percent over this period. This is striking evidence that costs were 
rising over this period. The data on expenses (on page 4 of the Paco tables) underscore the 
sharp rise in salaries and wages. This expense item increased 45 fold from 1984 to 1988 
(from 2 thousand to 90 thousand pesos). At the same time there was a substantial rise in 
miscellaneous expenses from roughly 2 and one half thousand pesos to 19 thousand pesos 
(on page 5). 
The profile of liability composition for Paco (on page one) indicates a rapid growth 
in savings deposits from 31 thousand to 262 thousand pesos over this period. The financial 
ratios on page 6 indicate that savings deposits were growing as a share of total resources 
(from 12 to 26 percent) and as a ratio to share capital (from 15 to 40 percent). In contrast 
to Tabuk, the Paco CCU promoted a growth in savings deposits as a base for servicing the 
growth in loan activity. Moreover it would appear that the Paco management was successful 
in increasing its loan services as loans receivable (net for bad debt) rose from 26 thousand 
14 
in 1984 to 87 thousand pesos in 1988 (page one). At the same time, interest earnings on 
loans increased from 18 thousand pesos (1984) to 102 thousand pesos (1988) on the top of 
page 4. This source of income in conjunction with service fees led to a respectable increase 
in gross earnings (from 30 thousand in 1984 to 179 thousand pesos in 1988 on p~ge 4). 
Therefore, it would appear that the rapid growth in savings deposits generated an 
ample and growing resource base to service an increase in loan activity, interest earnings, 
and gross income. However, this was associated with an even greater increase in total 
expenses. Whereas gross income increased 6 fold, total expenses grew 14 fold over this 
period leading to the declining trend in net income and the declining return of net income 
to share capital noted earlier. 
The principal rise in costs was salaries and wages. Was this associated with the 
growth in savings deposits? Did the more sophisticated and full time, paid management, 
generally necessary to manage growing savings deposits and withdrawals, lead to this 
explosion in costs or was it something else? The aggregate data in the income statement 
and balance sheets cannot answer this question, but they clearly identify the problem and 
presumably would allow the WOCCU /PFCCI team to quickly sort out the answers and 
address the problem. 
Finally it is instructive to note that the growth in cash on hand (for voluntary 
reserves) and in banks (line one on page one) grew only 3.3 times over this period whereas 
in Tabuk this asset item grew 18 times over the same period. Moreover this contrasts to 
a 16 fold increase in savings deposits in Paco. Presumably liquid reserves (as cash or bank 
deposits) are held as a safety cushion to service savings deposit withdrawals. Whereas this 
15 
reserve was growing rapidly in Tabuk it was not in Paco. Indeed the ratio of this liquid 
reserve item to savings deposits declined from 82 percent in 1984 to 22 percent in 1988. 
Curiously the same ratio in Tabuk was 114 percent in 1984 and 132 percent in 1988 since 
Tabuk relied much less on savings accounts and more on share capital to service its loan 
demand. This indicates that Tabuk has a large liquid reserve. It certainly does not need 
a ratio this high to protect against any run on its small base of savings deposits. On the 
other hand, the Paco CCU in the face of rising savings deposit accounts has experienced a 
substantial decline in its liquid reserve position. In this sense Paco clearly does not have 
a comparable surplus position as Tabuk to be transferred to the PFCCI Central Liquidity 
Fund. At the same time its declining liquidity reserve in the face of the rising volume of 
savings deposits raises questions about the appropriate level of risk exposure the CCU 
should allow in its reserve position. No doubt the WOCCU /PFCCI team has a good track 
record in determining this appropriate level and would be in a position to monitor the Paco 
performance in this regard. 
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PACO CF;EtiT COOPERATIVE, lNC, 
f,ALANCE SHEET 
1985 1986 1987 1988 
--------------------------~~--~~--------------~-------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL l~~BILITIES 47,535.55 39,602.41 131,573.77' 205,118.01 319,183.00 
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FACO CREDIT COOPERATIYE 1 INC. 
DISTRIBUTiON OF NET SAVINGS 
I tea 1984 1985 1986 1887 1988 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IIET SAVINGS BEFORE PROVISIONS 18,451.67 24,891.13 41,036.64 35,249.49 re,z4e.ee 
Provision for KBSF 2n.24 436.n 920.19 1,420.18 1,792.11 
Provision for CErF 1,811.44 2,157.81 4,011.65 . 3,382.93 761.01 
5eneral Reserve Fund 1,635.71 1,941.31 3,611.48 3,144.63 846.01 
Interest on Sha~e Capital 11 21 3/ 4/ 5/ 
Patronage Refund Payable 11 2/ 3/ 4/ S/ 
11 Interest on Share Capital and ratrcnage Refund Payable= 14,721.29 
2/ Interest on Share Capital &: Patronage Refun·d Payable = 17,471.72 
·31 Interest on Share Capital ' Patronage Refund Payable = 32,494.32 
4! Intere;t Jn Share Capital i Patronage Refund Payable = 27,701.69 
5! Interest :n Share Cag1ta! I Patronage Refund Payable = 7,149.0~ 
PACO CREDIT COOPERATivE, INC. 
----------------------------·-----~--~---------------------~-----------------.. --------------~----------
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III. The Status of the PFCCI • PIDS • OSU Survey Project 
The foregoing underscores the range of analysis one can undertake with a complete 
set of income statements and balance sheets. Software is available in PIDS to carry out this 
analysis regularly. Moreover, the staff at PIDS is prepared to transfer this capability to 
PFCCI. However it is important to secure a complete documentation of the PFCCI so that 
it can monitor its network regularly and systematically. Dissemination of this documentation 
and related performance ratios could be made throughout the PFCCI network to facilitate 
local management capacity and pinpoint potential problem areas that should be explored 
further with PFCCI technical assistance teams. 
Enclosed as an addendum in this section is a status report on the data collection in 
the PFCCI-PIDS-OSU survey effort. As can be noted some management and member 
questionnaires are still uncompleted. No doubt the PFCCI staff is overburdened with many 
other tasks and have found it difficult to complete these surveys as scheduled. 
We would have liked to have had the complete data set for documentation and 
analysis. However, in light of the difficulties encountered by PFCCI to complete these 
surveys, PIDS and OSU will move ahead and begin analysis of the available data in hand 
for the final report for this study. We are confident this effort will offer valuable insights 
into the growth, performance, and potential problem areas in the PFCCI subset under study. 
To offer a perspective on the type of analysis that can be undertaken with member survey 
data, section IV of the report highlights the findings from the recently completed member 
survey of the non-PFCCI credit cooperatives surveyed by PIDS. 
Manager Questionnaire of the PFCCI Baseline Survey 
Credit Unions 
1. Tabuk Credit Ccu:)p. 
2. St. Martin of Tours 
3. 13en. Mar i an•=' Alvares 
4. Our Lady of Grace 
5. Paco Credit COo:)pe 
6. Bacolod Public Sch. 
7. San Miguel Co;:.rp. 
B. St. Isidore's 
9. FICCO 
10.MSU-IIT 
11.Fi 1. Mer•:hants 
12.Notr~ Dame of Bon gao 
Manager 
Quest it::>rlnai re 
completed 
c•;:.mpleted 
completed 
completed 
c s;:.mp 1 et ed 
completed 
completed 
completed 
•:•;:.mpl eted 
comple-ted 
c•::>mpl eted 
completed 
Forms 
------------------------------------
. 
Completed Lacking 
<as of June 19, 1990) 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 none 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1 
2,4 1,3,5,6,·7,8 
none 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 none 
1,3,5,6,7,8 2,4* 
1,2,3,4,5,6,8 7 
3,5,6,8 1,2,4,7 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 n•:.ne 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 none 
n•;)tl& 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 t"lone-
* Forms 2 and 4 were sent back unaccomplished. Records not available. 
Memb•r Qu•stionnair•s of the PF"CCI Baselin• Survey 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Credit Unions 
.i.. Tabuk Cr•dlt Coop. 
2. St. Martin of Tours 
3. •3•n. MAriano Alvar•s 
4. OUr Lady of Grac• 
5. Paco Credit Coop. 
6. Bacolod Public Sch. 
7. San Migu•l Corp. 
a. St. Isidore's 
3. FICCO 
10. MSU-IIT 
11. 
12. on gao 
Total 
R•spondent• 
25 
51 
7 
45 
4 
20 
13 
10 
eo 
12 
24 
9 
CoMpleted 
<as of Jun• 19, 1990) 
25 
51 
10 
0 
0 
20 
1 
B 
68 
12 
24 
8 
Lacking 
0 
0 
0 
45 
4 
0 
12 
2 
12 
0 
0 
1 
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IV. The PIDS-OSU Credit Union and Member Survey of Eight Non-PFCCI Credit 
Cooperatives in the Philippines 
A. Introduction 
' Throughout late 1989 and early 1990, the PIDS-OSU project carried out a survey of 
eight credit unions located largely in rural areas in the provinces of Batangas, Laguna and 
Pangasinan. Two hundred members were interviewed out of roughly 3000 active and 
inactive members of the eight CCUs. Membership ran from 151 in the smallest CCU to 887 
in the largest with most in the 200 to 350 member range. The sample sizes ranged between 
5 and 29 percent of each CCU and was drawn using a random sampling technique. The 
differential CCU sample sizes were calibrated in accordance to the weight of each CCU's 
membership in the total membership of 3000 members. Two sets of questionnaires were 
administered, one for managers, the other for randomly selected members. Financial 
statements of all eight CCUs were obtained for the period 1984-88. 
The questionnaires used for these surveys formed the base for those subsequently 
designed for the PIDS-OSU-PFCCI survey of 12 PFCCI CCUs. The findings from both the 
current non-PFCCI survey and the on-going PFCCI CCU survey will be compared. On the 
whole the non-PFCCI CCUs reported on here are more rudimentary CCUs (compared to 
most of those chosen for the PFCCI survey). Furthermore these non-PFCCI do not belong 
to any national federation. It is expected that these contrasting samples will add more 
insight into the recent evolution and performance of the credit union movement in the 
Philippines. 
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B. Financial Performance of the Sample ccus 
One of the more striking findings for the eight CCUs was the extreme volatility of 
their assets over the period 1984-88. Most suffered substantially from the impact of inflation 
on the real value of their assets. They were unable to adjust their lending and savings rates 
to inflation. Another reason for the unsustainable growth of real assets was their heavy 
reliance on fixed deposits rather than savings deposits. Low returns on share capital 
combined with a restrictive individual loan ceiling discouraged the growth of fixed deposits 
beyond the initial amount needed to qualify for membership. 
The failure to promote savings deposits lay in their tendency to avoid the challenge 
of introducing new managerial technology to manage savings deposits and withdrawals. 
Among other things this would require a full time, paid staff, something which a number of 
these CCUs avoided. Hence the growth of assets rested primarily on the growth of new 
membership purchasing share capital. 
Another factor limiting growth of assets was the relatively high incidence of overdue 
loans. Some arrears rates fell into the ten to twenty percent range, however the majority 
recorded well over 50 percent arrears for much of the period. These findings highlight the 
importance of introducing new products (i.e. savings deposits), a more sophisticated form 
of management to administer these new services, as well as more disciplined efforts to 
improve loan recovery. Unless these three features are addressed, it will be difficult for 
these credit unions to experience any substantial growth in real assets in the future. 
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C. The CCU Member Survey 
1. Socio-Economic Benchmarks 
Out of the 200 member random sample, seventy five percent (75%) were female with 
a high level of literacy and reasonable indicators of educational achievement. Ninety two 
percent (92%) had some secondary schooling. Eighty six percent (86%) were employed 
during the last twelve months with 80 percent listed as salaried employees. Eleven percent 
(11%) ran businesses and only nine percent (9%) were farmers. The majority were married 
with an average family size of 3 children and an average age of 47 years. 
Of those actively employed the average annual income of salaried workers was 28,308 
pesos at the time of the survey. The average annual income of these individual members 
was 25,603 pesos at the time they joined the credit union during the 1980s. Some 56 percent 
of the member-respondents had other family members working within their households. The 
average annual family income at the time of the survey was 53,232 pesos, substantially larger 
than the individual member income reported above. 
2. Borrowing and Savings Patterns of CCU Members 
It is instructive to review the formal and informal savings and loan activity of CCU 
member-respondents. This includes activity within the CCU and outside their credit 
cooperative. Focusing first on savings activity within the CCUs, there was a 500 peso 
minimum share for membership in all CCUs. The average share holding was roughly three 
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times this size (1,686 pesos). Given the lack of emphasis on savings deposit accounts, it was 
not surprising to note that only 24 percent (i.e. 48 respondents) of the 200 member sample 
had savings accounts. Only 6 percent made regular monthly deposits. The more common 
practice for those with deposits was to engage in two or three deposit activities a ye~r. The 
average balance of savings deposits was small (only 2,000 pesos) and they cannot be used 
to increase loan capacity unless they are converted to fixed deposits (i.e. share accounts). 
Again, of the 24 percent of the sample who had savings deposit accounts, 65 percent 
of the subsample of depositors state that their CCU offers lower interest rates than nearby 
banks. Only 6 percent said their CCU offered higher deposit rates (the remaining 29 
percent said the rates were roughly equal). This high percent indicating greater incentives 
for savings deposits in banks suggests there would be a significant percentage of member-
respondents with savings deposits in banks. This is what was found. But of the 200 member 
sample 96 ( 48%) had savings deposits in banks. Moreover 35 (17%) were active depositors. 
On average the member-respondents with bank savings accounts hold average savings 
balances considerably greater than those in their CCUs (i.e. 19,600 pesos vs. 2,000 pesos) 
for an average term of 6 months and a deposit interest rate of 11 percent. Hence the higher 
income members tended to resort to bank savings accounts given the absence of incentives 
to deposit savings in their CCUs. Informal savings in Paluwagans appealed to lower income 
members with monthly contributions of only 168 pesos for ten percent of the respondents. 
Turning now to loan activity 86 percent of the sample has applied for loans. 
Consumption, medical, and family educational needs were the principal loan uses along with 
household improvements. Loan sizes ranged from 200 to 10,000 pesos with an average loan 
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size of 3,560 pesos. Given the average fixed deposit size of 1,689 pesos, the average loan 
multiple was two. The average loan maturity was 10 months at an average interest rate of 
15 percent. However some loans were made at 24 percent interest rates. A substantial 
majority of the loans had interest rates discounted in advance. 
The cost of credit in the CCUs were generally lower than in banks. Collateral was 
not required except for very high amounts. Loan processing time was relatively short, on 
average only 7.5 days. Delays were due to a shortage of funds. Generally loans were not 
refused, however the average loan received was 28 percent lower than the amount 
requested, indicating quantity rationing of credit in the face of a shortage of funds. Only 
3 out of 173 respondents with loans experienced rejections. Some 49 percent of loan 
recipients had repaid their loans completely or partially at the time of the interview with 45 
percent admitting to some difficulties in meeting their obligations. Only 10 percent of the 
respondents had loans from banks. However these loans (generally from rural banks) were 
substantially larger on average than the average loan size in the CCUs (18,416 vs. 3,560 
pesos) with an average term of 16 months and an interest rate of 19 percent. Only 4 
percent of the sample had loans from informal sources such as money lenders at a monthly 
interest rate of 9.5 percent. However a larger percent (37%) had borrowed from friends 
and neighbors. These family-friend sources had been resorted to on average 3 times within 
the past 12 months. These were roughly the same average loan size as those serviced in the 
CCU ( 4,208 vs. 3,560 pesos) and for an average term of 53 days. 
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V. Conclusions 
The non-PFCCI-CCU member survey highlights extensive savings and loan activity 
both within these CCUs and to some extent outside the CCU network (especially for 
savings), Informal loan activity is also apparent in the sample. Not surprisingly those CCU 
members with bank savings and loan activity register higher average amounts than the 
averages for CCU deposits and loans while informal savings and loan balances are either 
comparable to or less than the CCU average. These findings, along with the socio~economic 
benchmark data for CCU members in their non-PFCCI credit cooperative sample indicate 
a range of socio-economic levels within these CCUs. 
This range of socio-economic income levels and equally wide range between the CCU 
and formal savings and loan average balances suggest an ample potential for the CCUs to 
draw upon to expand its savings and loan services. To achieve this potential, however, will 
require a more innovative supply of services with greater incentive to utilize savings deposits 
rather than relying principally on share deposits. A more adept management is necessary 
to implement these changes required for further expansion of the CCUs. 
It will be particularly revealing to compare these findings for the non-PFCCI set of 
credit cooperatives to the results emerging from the PIDS-OSU-PFCCI management and 
member surveys. The PFCCI set of CCUs in our survey have larger membership bases and 
are engaged in extensive loan activity built on a larger savings deposit base than is 
characteristic of the non-PFCCI set analyzed here. Furthermore, the PFCCI credit 
cooperatives have been members of a national federation and presumably better able to 
adopt more sophisticated management techniques through the technical assistance services 
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of the PFCCI. Finally one would presume that the membership base in many of the PFCCI 
CCUs in our survey would come from higher socio-economic income levels than was 
characteristic of the non-PFCCI CCU network reviewed here. 
It would be particularly instructive to note the degree to which management practices 
are substantially different in these two subsets of CCUs in the Philippines and the degree 
to which membership in a national federation makes a difference in this regard. Finally it 
would be of interest to note the contrasting member behavior within these two subsets of 
CCUs particularly with regard to savings and borrowing behavior within and outside their 
credit cooperatives. It is to be hoped that the data currently lacking in the PFCCI network 
can be rectified soon to allow us to move ahead with an even more complete data base than 
is currently at hand in PIDS. The final results could make a substantial contribution to the 
literature on credit unions in low income countries. 

